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In its first phase of life, skin is incredibly elastic, luminous and its plumpness expresses its 
enormous vitality and strength.

With the passing of time, epidermis, dermis and hypodermis undergo an irreversible 
FUNCTIONAL SLOW DOWN which causes a STRUCTURAL DEGENERATION 
worsened by an unbalanced lifestyle. This is made visible by the face’s changes in shape 
and surface. The oval shows an “emptying” or “hollowing”. Skin shows a loss of elasticity, 
softness and luminosity, accompanied by dehydration, deep wrinkles and the appearance 
of dyschromia.

At the EPIDERMAL LEVEL, cellular turnover slows down, the complexion becomes dull, 
the dehydration compromises the compactness of the skin due to a reduced quantity of 
hyaluronic acid.  

Within the DERMIS, the structural part of the skin, more significant changes take place: the 
progressive disorganization of the extracellular matrix and the reduction of collagen and 
elastin, responsible for the degeneration of the skin.  At the same time, hyaluronic acid in 
the dermis is reduced. The lack of appropriate support causes wrinkles and hollows which 
characterize mature skin.  The skin’s appearance is further compromised by dyschromia, 
consequence of altered functioning of the melanocytes.  

The HYPODERMIS, composed of connective fibres and adipocytes, also loses its effi-
ciency, resulting in this loss of fullness in the face’s oval. The “Bichat fat pad”, the adipose 
cushioning needed to sustain the cheeks and give them fullness, with time begins to re-
duce, causing the “droopy cheecks” effect and further revealing the loss of facial contour 
definition.

Referring to a metaphor which very clearly explains these phenomena, it is as if the archi-
tecture of the skin disintegrates or crumbles due to the passing of time and unbalanced life-
style. This inevitably compromises what we can consider the pillars which provide support: 
lipids, water and proteins. SUBLIME SKIN effectively restores these pillars, stimulating an 
“active” lifting from within.  

The degeneration which affects the skin also affects the whole of the body.  Proteins, waters 
and lipids change in composition as one gets older, resulting in significant consequences 
on how the organism functions as well as at the cutaneous level. Thus, the decision to 
collaborate with multidisciplinary scientists and doctors to ensure a holistic vision and to 
find the most innovative skin care solution, performing and safe at the same time, to be also 
combined with a correct lifestyle support.  

For this reason, the formulative approach of SUBLIME SKIN focuses specifically on the 
damage caused by DEGENER-AGING™, drawing inspiration from hydro- and lipo-
filler and advanced peelings, the most successful and modern dermatological procedures. 
Developed with the collaboration of the Scientific Committee, with particular involvement 
of the nutridermatologist, Doctor Mariuccia Bucci and Cardiologist, Doctor Massimo 
Gualerzi, and with the support of Claudia Aguirre, Skin Expert and Neuroscientist, the 
line bases its strength on the scientific premise of proven efficacy with a strong, innovative 
influence.  

An ulterior point of excellence, fruit of the [ comfort zone ] Research & Development La-
boratories, was the selection of an active ingredient which acts on microRNA, small mole-
cules which inhibit the genic transcription, resulting in system  errors which tend to increase 
with age. There are numerous and varied microRNA which have different actions and tar-
gets. Studies have revealed that some target the skin and compromise the transcription of 
collagen and elastin, the proteins essential for the skin’s structure. 

SKIN’S ARCHITECTURE 
AND DEGENER-AGING™

SUBLIME SKIN
ACTIVE LIFTING 

FROM WITHIN

SUBLIME SKIN

THE SCIENTIC 
COMMITTEE & 

OUR RESEARCH & 
DEVELOPMENT 
LABORATORIES:  

AVANT-GARDE STUDIES
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INNOVATION, RIGOR and EFFICACY characterize the quality of this anti-aging line 
which acts on the THREE PILLARS OF THE SKIN for an effective recovery of the skin’s 
structure and of the face’s definition and beauty.  SUBLIME SKIN is a complete system to 
correct the signs caused by DEGENER-AGING™ for an “active lifting” effect from within.  

SUBLIME SKIN PRODUCTS:
1_RENEW activating cellular regeneration with an innovative and modular peeling action.
2_FIRM the structure, reconstructing the protein component.
3_REPLUMP with a mechanism which mimics hydro-filler with hyaluronic acid and lipo-filler, 
recreating the skin’s morphology.

THE ABSENCE OF SILICONES, compensated by a high content of oils and butters, is 
an ulterior formulative innovation which guarantees a “real active beauty”.  Oils and butters 
actually change the skin, guaranteeing silkiness, whereas silicons, inactive components, have 
only a temporary effect which no longer exists after the skin is cleansed.  

Based on these studies, the [ comfort zone ] research team has created an exclusive approach 
to act synergistically on the three pillars (water, lipids and proteins) within the skin’s three layers 
for active lifting from within. 

HYDRO- AND LIPO-FILLER EFFECT _ REPLUMPING

The combination of MINI and MACRO HYALURONIC ACID with PAEONIA ALBIFLORA 
EXTRACT mimics, in a cosmetic and non-invasive way, the modern techniques of hydro- 
and lipo- filler for an immediate and progressive plumping effect, which involve and stimulate 
the 3 layers of the skin:  epidermis, dermis and hypodermis. The exclusive synergy acts on the 
mechanisms which protect the skin’s water and fat content, which form the basis of the tone 
of young skins. 

HYALURONIC ACID, renowned for its hydroscopic properties, has the ability to attract and 
retain water. Thanks to modern technologies, it has been included with two molecular weights 
to act at different levels:  the Macro version for an immediate action at the epidermal level and 
the latest generation Micro version for a more progressive and profound effect at the dermal 
level.

The PAEONIA ALBIFLORA EXTRACT bestows the lipo-filler effect, preserving lipid 
content. It favors the maturation of pre-adipocytes into adipocytes and restores volume to the 
adipocytes, which in the face tends to diminish with age. 

FIRMING EFFECT, PROTECTION & STIMULATION OF PROTEINS

PLANTAGO LANCEOLATA is a perennial plant, native to Eurasia, renowned since ancient 
times, and takes its name from the individual flowers which have a spear shape. In recent 
times it has been studied for its incredible restructuring and protective properties on the 
protein structure. The extract, titrated in plantamajoside, is in fact the first cosmetic active 
ingredient able to inhibit the microRNA, responsible for an ineffective synthesis of collagen 
and elastin, dermal proteins essential for skin tone. It is also able to regulate the efficiency of 
the melanocytes, thereby helping to prevent age spots and bestow skin luminosity.  

SUBLIME SKIN

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

SUBLIME SKIN: 
ACTIVE LIFTING

PROFOUND RENEWAL

HYDRO- & LIPO-FILLER 
EFFECT (replumping)

ARCHI-LIFT™ 
TECHNOLOGY

PROTEIN PROTECTION 
& microRNA INHIBITION 

(firming)
= +
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PALMITOYL GLYCINE is a lipoaminoacid which protects the protein structure of the skin 
(collagen and elastin). It inhibits the enzymes (MMP) which degrade collagen and elastin and 
stimulates those (TIMP) which oppose degradation. The result is visible tone and elasticity.

SUBLIME SKIN is composed of a serum and two creams which, besides mimicking the filler 
effect, work on the protein structure. The serum, the hero product of the line, acts specifically 
on the microRNA, minimizing the genetic transcription errors, thereby contributing in 
maintaining and restabilizing the solidity of the skin’s framework. The skin’s appearance visibly 
improves thanks to the efficacy of the peel pad, which in a chemical and mechanical way, 
stimulates the cellular renewal with alpha and poly-hydroxy acids, Vitamin C and Vitamin PP.  
As part of the collection, there is also a lifting mask that comes in a vase and is applied with 
the use of a brush, providing a visible and immediate lifting effect, bestowing radiance and 
vitality when the skin is compromised. And as a gesture of daily regeneration, the Sublime 
Skin Essence, with a pool of active ingredients which deeply regenerate the skin, leaving it 
silky and soft. For the eye area, which also reflects the consequences of aging, the eye cream 
and the eye patches help to restore youth and tone thanks to a combination of amino acids, 
peptides, flavonoids and to the innovative structural base of hydrogel for the patch.

Two very effective treatments: DOUBLE PEEL, innovative peeling with 15% lactic acid and 
a choice of two different alpha-hydroxy blends combined with Vitamin C powder; and 
ACTIVE LIFT, an immediate lifting effect thanks to an exceptional biphasic mask, along with 
exclusive Active Lift massage techniques for immediate results. These two facials can be also 
combined for a deluxe lift.

SUBLIME SKIN proposes an integrated approach which combines the use of home care 
products and professional treatments, with nutritional and lifestyle advice to combat chro-
nic inflammation and help sensitive and sensitized skins get back to a healthy state, beco-
ming more resilient against internal and external aggressors.

The elegant bouquet of flowery notes of peony, magnolia and violet leaf, harmonize in a base 
of musk, vetiver and sandalwood. It interprets and identifies the line with a touch of feminine 
elegance which celebrates both the natural and technical aspects of the products.  

HOME CARE

PROFESSIONAL

SUBLIME SKIN

THE FRAGRANCE
We always select fragrances which are evo-

cative of the action of the product and use 
them at minimum concentrations to make our 

formulas exquisite and safe on the skin.

INTEGRATED 
APPROACH

TOP 
NOTES

MIDDLE 
NOTES

BASE NOTES

Green Violet Leaf

Peony

A Bouquet Of Green Leafy Notes  

Lily

Magnolia

Freesia

Musk

Vetiver

Sandalwood
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SERUM
all skins
alone when hot 
and humid

CREAM
dehydrated skin
moderate climates

RICH CREAM
undernourished 
skin 
extreme climates

EYE CREAM
all skins

PEEL PAD 
all skins
monthly treatment
every other day for 
four weeks

EYE PATCH
all skins, weekly 
intensive 
treatment or when 
exceptionally tired

 

and/or

Acting on different skin mechanisms, we recommend alternating the use of the SUBLIME 
SKIN line, to remedy the consequences of aging (DEGENER-AGING™), with the use 
of SKIN REGIMEN, which slows down the aging process and favors skin health, thanks 
to its specific actions on inflammation, the key accelerator of aging (INFLAMMAGING).

Since skincare products feed and nourish the skin, we are extremely rigorous about what 
we put into our formulas. We select the finest natural-origin ingredients and oils, the most 
advanced high-tech molecules and carrier systems. Every ingredient is consciously cho-
sen to guarantee the maximum efficacy, safety and sensoriality of our products. Silicones 
have been substituted with natural oils which provide silkiness and softness and “real active 
beauty” for the skin.  

Our products are made in Italy with electricity from renewable resources. The packaging is 
entirely recyclable and has been produced with as minimal impact on the environment as 
possible, reducing the use of superfluous raw materials and components.

SUBLIME SKIN

THE BEAUTY ROUTINE

LIFT-MASK
mature skins as weekly 
intensive treatment or 
for all skins when an 
instant boost of radiance 
and vitality is required

 

SKINCARE ROUTINE
SUBLIME SKIN

+
SKIN REGIMEN

SCIENCE-BASED 
CONSCIOUS 

FORMULAS™

ESSENCE
every day after
cleansing and toning

100% PAPER FROM 
RESPONSIBLE SOURCES

ALL PACKAGING COMPONENTS 
ARE RECYCLABLE
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SUBLIME SKIN
HOME CARE

PRODUCT
Intensive concentrated solution that stimulates skin regeneration and 
bestows an even, compact and youthful appearance to the skin. Re-
balances the hydrating factors of the skin (NMF) and encourages the 
synthesis of structural proteins of the extracellular matrix (ECM).  Im-
mediate hydrating action, maximizing the efficacy of the anti-age prod-
ucts which are applied thereafter, leaving the skin soft and radiant.  SCI-
ENCE-BASED CONSCIOUS FORMULAS™, free from silicones 
and with 99% natural-origin ingredients. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
The serum texture stimulates a regenerating action, essential to restore 
the skin’s elasticity. The highly concentrated formula, together with the 
quick and easy absorbable texture, is a new essential gesture for a 
beauty routine aimed at plumping and redensifying the face’s oval.    

STRENGTHS
SERUM TEXTURE
7 PROMOTERS OF HYDRATION 
BIOMIMETIC PEPTIDE FOR FIRMING 
FRAGRANCE FREE

HOW IT WORKS 
NMF COMPLEX:  Composed of seven substances which are nor-
mally present in the NMF:  Sodium PCA*, Sodium Lactate, Fructose, 
Glycine, Niacinammide, Urea and Inositol. The substances are effec-
tively delivered thanks to the easily absorbed texture of the essence, 
reintegrating the stratrum corneum, preserving hydration and favoring 
a visible plumping effect.  
*Pyrrolidone Carboxylic Acid
TRIPEPTIDE-1:  Biomimetic peptide with a firming action. Stimulates the 
production of collagen, elastin, fibronectin and laminine, proteins of the 
extracellular matrix (ECM), fundamental for a visible firming effect. 

HOW TO USE
Apply morning and evening after cleansing with delicate tapping move-
ments to favor absorption. Thereafter apply Sublime Skin serum. 

RECOMMENDED 
Ideal for mature skins. Can be used in all climates. 

EFFICACY TESTS

*Independent laboratory testing _ instrumental evaluation of es-
sence_20 people 

PACKAGING
flacon
SIZE
60 ml

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

ESSENCE
regenerating smoothing 

lotion 

SUBLIME SKIN
SERUM

SUBLIME SKIN
EYE PATCH

SUBLIME SKIN
PEEL PAD

SUBLIME SKIN
EYE CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN
CREAM E/O RICH CREAM

pH 5-5.5
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SUBLIME SKIN
HOME CARE

pH 5.3-6.3

THE PRODUCT
Innovative creamy anti-aging serum with active lifting, replumping ef-
fect. The exclusive ARCHI-LIFT™ technology restores the skin’s ar-
chitecture and corrects the structural and genetic alterations which 
the passing of time and lifestyle have on the skin.  Redensifies, softens 
the wrinkles and bestows an even, overall luminosity to the skin. SCI-
ENCE-BASED CONSCIOUS FORMULA™ without silicon and with 
92% natural-origin ingredients.
CHARACTERISTICS
Acts on the fundamental pillars of the skin’s structure: water, lipids and 
proteins, essential to maintain the definition of the face’s features and to 
promote a replumping and firming effect from the inside.  Inhibiting the 
microRNA proteins, correct genetic transcription is restored for a visi-
ble younger skin. The absence of silicon guarantees a real improvement 
in skin softness and tone, without the use of “cosmetic tricks”. The serum 
is quickly absorbed and has a matte effect.
STRENGTHS
ARCHI-LIFT™ TECHNOLOGY “active” lifting from within.
INHIBITION OF THE SKIN’S microRNA, defending collagen and 
elastin.
SILICON-FREE for a “real active beauty” effect.
VERSATILE in its use, can be used on its own or in combination with the 
Sublime Skin creams for a more intensive action. 
HOW IT WORKS
MICRO AND MACRO HYALURONIC ACID (0,3%) renowned 
for its hydroscopic properties, has the ability to attract and retain water, 
imitating the hydro-filler. Thanks to modern technologies, it has been 
included with two molecular weights to act at different levels.  The Mac-
ro version for an immediate action at the epidermal level and the latest 
generation Micro version for a more progressive and profound effect at 
the dermal level.
PAEONIA ALBIFLORA EXTRACT mimics the lipo-filler effect, restor-
ing the correct functioning of the adipocytes. In fact, it stimulates the 
transformation of pre-adipocytes into adipocytes.
PLANTAGO LANCEOLATA titrated extract, thanks to the inhibition 
of the microRNA, stimulates new collagen and elastin and protects their 
correct functioning.  It also reduces the appearance of age spots and 
helps to prevent them. 
HOW TO USE 
Apply morning and evening. For mature skins. It may be used on its own 
for skins which are more oily or in humid climates. For mature or de-
hydrated skins, use prior to the specific anti-aging or hydrating cream.
RECOMMENDED
Suited to all skin conditions to contrast the “hollowing” or emptying of 
the face, the loss of tone and elasticity and for skin which is prone to 
dyschromia.  

EFFICACY TESTS
85% of women judged their skin redensified and replumped.*
95% evaluated their skin to be more elasticized and toned.
The serum doubles the efficacy of the Sublime Skin Rich Cream in 
wrinkle reduction (-20% wrinkle depth) and increases hydration 
by 5 times.*

*Independent Laboratory testing 20 panelists _ 30 days

PACKAGING
airless glass dispenser

SIZE
30 ml

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

SERUM
intensive replumping 

firming serum

SUBLIME SKIN
EYE PATCH

SUBLIME SKIN
CREAM E/O RICH CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN
PEEL PAD

SUBLIME SKIN
EYE CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN
LIFT-MASK

SUBLIME SKIN
ESSENCE
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SUBLIME SKIN
HOME CARE

pH 5.3-6.3

THE PRODUCT
Innovative anti-aging cream with active lifting replumping effect.  The 
exclusive ARCHI-LIFT™ technology restores the skin’s architecture 
and bestows a tighter, redefined appearance.  Nourishes, replumps, re-
densifies and softens the wrinkles. SCIENCE-BASED CONSCIOUS 
FORMULA™ without silicon and with 89% natural origin ingredients.    

CHARACTERISTICS
Acts on the fundamental pillars of the skin’s structure:  water, lipids and 
proteins, essential elements to maintain the definition of the face’s fea-
tures and to promote a replumping and firming effect from the inside. 
The absence of silicon guarantees a real improvement in skin softness 
and tone, without the use of “cosmetic tricks”.  

STRENGTHS
ARCHI-LIFT™ TECHNOLOGY “active” lifting from within.
SILICONE-FREE for a “real active beauty” effect.  
STRUCTURE RICH IN NOURISHING BUTTERS AND OILS (14%).

HOW IT WORKS
MICRO AND MACRO HYALURONIC ACID (0,3%) renowned 
for its hydroscopic properties, has the ability to attract and retain water, 
imitating the hydro-filler. Thanks to modern technologies, it has been 
included with two molecular weights to act at different levels.  The Mac-
ro version for an immediate action at the epidermal level and the latest 
generation Micro version for a more progressive and profound effect at 
the dermal level.
PAEONIA ALBIFLORA EXTRACT mimics the lipo-filler effect, restor-
ing the correct functioning of the adipocytes. In fact, it stimulates the 
transformation of pre-adipocytes into adipocytes.
PALMITOYL GLYCINE, a lipo-amino acid which protects the protein 
structure of the skin made of collagen and elastin.  Inhibits the enzymes 
(MMP) working to degrade collagen and elastin, whilst stimulates the 
enzymes (TIMP) that oppose this degradation for a firmer younger skin. 

HOW TO USE  
Apply morning and evening on its own, after cleansing, or after the Sub-
lime Skin Serum for a more intensive and nourishing action.  

RECOMMENDED
Suited to mixed skins or dehydrated skins to contrast the “hollowing” 
or emptying of the face, the loss of tone and elasticity and for those 
with wrinkles. Ideal in moderate climates.

EFFICACY TESTS
For 95% of women, improved skin elasticity and tone.*

*Independent Laboratory testing 20 panelists _ 30 days
PACKAGING

glass vase
SIZE
60 ml

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

CREAM
replumping firming 

cream

SUBLIME SKIN
SERUM

SUBLIME SKIN
EYE PATCH

SUBLIME SKIN
PEEL PAD

SUBLIME SKIN
EYE CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN
LIFT-MASK

SUBLIME SKIN
ESSENCE
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SUBLIME SKIN
HOME CARE

pH 5.3-6.3

THE PRODUCT
Innovative anti-aging rich cream with active lifting replumping effect. 
The exclusive ARCHI-LIFT™ technology restores the skin’s architec-
ture and bestows a tighter, redefined appearance. SCIENCE-BASED 
CONSCIOUS FORMULA™ without silicon and with 81% natural or-
igin ingredients.

CHARACTERISTICS
Acts on the fundamental pillars of the skin’s structure:  water, lipids and 
proteins, essential elements to maintain the definition of the face’s fea-
tures and to promote a replumping and firming effect from the inside. 
The absence of silicon guarantees a real improvement in skin softness 
and tone, without the use of “cosmetic tricks”.   

STRENGTHS
ARCHI-LIFT™ TECHNOLOGY “active” lifting from within.
SILICONE-FREE for a “real active beauty” effect.  
STRUCTURE RICH IN NOURISHING BUTTERS AND OILS 
(29%).

HOW IT WORKS
MICRO AND MACRO HYALURONIC ACID (0,3%) renowned 
for its hydroscopic properties, has the ability to attract and retain water, 
imitating the hydro-filler. Thanks to modern technologies, it has been 
included with two molecular weights to act at different levels.  The Mac-
ro version for an immediate action at the epidermal level and the latest 
generation Micro version for a more progressive and profound effect at 
the dermal level.
PAEONIA ALBIFLORA EXTRACT mimics the lipo-filler effect, restor-
ing the correct functioning of the adipocytes. In fact, it stimulates the 
transformation of pre-adipocytes into adipocytes.
PALMITOYL GLYCINE, a lipo-amino acid which protects the protein 
structure of the skin made of collagen and elastin.  Inhibits the enzymes 
(MMP) working to degrade collagen and elastin, whilst stimulates the 
enzymes (TIMP) that oppose this degradation for a firmer younger skin. 

HOW TO USE
Apply morning and evening on its own, after cleansing, or after the 
Sublime Skin Serum for a more intensive and nourishing action.  

RECOMMENDED
Suited for mature skin, especially for those with depleted and under-
nourished skin, needing to contrast the “hollowing” or emptying of the 
face,  the loss of tone and elasticity and for those with wrinkles. Ideal 
in harsh climates.

EFFICACY TESTS
For 85% of women, the skin appears redensified and replumped.*

*Independent Laboratory testing 20 panelists _ 30 days

PACKAGING
glass vase

SIZE
60 ml

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

RICH CREAM
replumping firming  

rich cream

SUBLIME SKIN
SERUM

SUBLIME SKIN
EYE PATCH

SUBLIME SKIN
PEEL PAD

SUBLIME SKIN
EYE CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN
LIFT-MASK

SUBLIME SKIN
ESSENCE
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SUBLIME SKIN
HOME CARE

pH 3.8-4.5

THE PRODUCT
Innovative single-use pads formulated with alpha and poly-hydroxy ac-
ids combined with Vitamin C and Vitamin PP, for a double action, me-
chanical and chemical.  Quick, intense activity for renewal and correc-
tion.  Exfoliates, resurfaces and bestows luminosity.  SCIENCE-BASED 
CONSCIOUS FORMULA™ without silicon, alcohol or fragrance, 
and with 90% natural origin ingredients.    
CHARACTERISTICS
Quick and easy to use, the pad can be applied to skin on alternating 
evenings for one month to favour the epidermal cellular turnover and to 
enhance the efficacy of the subsequent products applied.
STRENGTHS
DOUBLE RENEWING ACTION mechanical and chemical.
STABILIZED VITAMIN C. 
ALCOHOL-FREE, SILICON-FREE, FRAGRANCE-FREE FOR-
MULA.
SINGLE-USE practical and hygienic.
HOW IT WORKS
GLYCOLIC ACID (4%) An alpha-hydroxy acid which intensely stim-
ulates epidermal cellular turnover.  The very small structure of the mole-
cule allows for a profound anti-aging action.
GLUCONOLACTONE (4%) A poly-hydroxy acid which stimulates 
epidermal cellular turnover. The particular form and large size of the 
molecular structure, which has many hydroxyl groups, represents the 
uniqueness of the molecule which along with its exfoliating action, also 
boasts a hydrating and replumping action.
VITAMIN C (0,5%) Multi-active, anti-aging, stabilized form of Vitamin 
C.  Stimulates the production of new collagen, protects the skin from 
oxidative damage and promotes an illuminating action, ensuring an 
even, uniform complexion.
VITAMIN PP (3%) A key ingredient in regulating the flow of blood at a 
cutaneous level, reactivating microcirculation and optimizing oxygena-
tion of the tissues. Carries out a hydrating and illuminating action. Favors 
the synthesis of epidermal ceramides.  
HOW TO USE 
Apply every second evening to cleansed and dry face and neck.  Allow 
to absorb.  Proceed with the application of the Sublime Skin Serum and/
or one of the specific Sublime Skin Cream.  The product can also be 
applied to the décolleté and the back of the hands for rejuvenation.  
RECOMMENDED
Recommended for skins which are mature, thick and resistant and/or 
show signs of photo-aging. 

WARNINGS
Do not use:  close to the eyes;  on broken skin;  in the presence of ac-
tive acne; on skin affected by the Herpes simplex virus; in the presence 
of fragile capillaries; melasma; during pregnancy and breastfeeding; in 
the case of allergies or hyper-sensitivity to any of the components in 
the products; on skin which has undergone aesthetic surgery, laser 
treatments, microdermabrasion, until at least a 3/4 month period has 
passed. Stop using the product in the case of irritation. Contact of 
the product with the skin must be limited in frequency and duration 
as indicated in the instructions of use. This product contains an al-
pha-hydroxy acid (aha) that may increase your skin’s sensitivity to the 
sun and particularly the possibility of sunburn. It is advised to limit sun 
exposure and to use a sun protection of SPF30 or higher.  

PACKAGING
single-use sachets

SIZE
14 pz

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

PEEL PAD
alpha-poly-hydroxy 

acids pad

SUBLIME SKIN
SERUM

SUBLIME SKIN
EYE PATCH

SUBLIME SKIN
EYE CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN
LIFT-MASK

SUBLIME SKIN
ESSENCE

SUBLIME SKIN
CREAM E/O RICH CREAM
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SUBLIME SKIN
HOME CARE

pH 5.3-6.3

THE PRODUCT
Innovative anti-aging, nourishing, firming and plumping cream for the 
eye contour. Formulated to correct the structural and genetic alterations 
which aging and lifestyle have on the skin: wrinkles, puffiness, under-eye 
bags and crow’s feet. SCIENCE-BASED CONSCIOUS FORMU-
LA™ without silicon, fragrance and with 91% natural-origin ingredients.     

CHARACTERISTICS
The rich texture creates a protective film which hydrates and softens the 
delicate eye contour. Formulated to meet the structural needs of the eye 
area and reinforce its architecture through the inhibition of the microR-
NA, responsible for the degradation of collagen and elastin.  

STRENGTHS
GLOBAL ACTION correction of problems associated with the eye 
contour.
INHIBITION OF THE microRNA.
FRAGRANCE-FREE and SILICON-FREE, for a true beauty effect.

HOW IT WORKS
PLANTAGO LANCEOLATA titrated extract, thanks to the inhibition 
of the microRNA, stimulates new collagen and elastin and protects their 
correct functioning. It also reduces the appearance of age spots and 
helps to prevent them. 
CAFFEINE AND AESCIN activate the microcirculation and the lipo-
lytic action to improve the puffiness in the eye area, caused by water 
retention and the accumulation of fats.
PEPTIDE COMPLEX WITH CHRYSIN, a flavonoid which has an “an-
ti-blue effect”. Together, they stimulate the brightening enzymes which 
eliminate the accumulated bilirubin, thereby improving the appearance 
of dark circles. They also reduce inflammation which compromises ves-
sel permeability.  

HOW TO USE 
Apply morning and evening to the eye contour, focusing on the under 
eye area, tapping gently from the inside towards the outside to favor 
microcirculation.  

RECOMMENDED
Recommended for mature skins with crow’s feet, puffiness and dark 
circles.  

EFFICACY TESTS
For 85% of women, the eye contour appeared more luminous.*
For 80% of women, the eye contour appeared more smooth and 
toned.*
 
*Independent Laboratory testing 20 panelists _ 30 days

PACKAGING
airless glass flacon

SIZE
15 ml

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

EYE CREAM
firming eye moisturizer

SUBLIME SKIN
EYE PATCH
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SUBLIME SKIN
HOME CARE

pH 5-7

THE PRODUCT
An innovative refreshing and corrective hydrogel mask formulated with 
peptides for an intensive action which gives immediate relief to the eye 
area and visibly corrects, in just a few minutes, signs of fatigue and puf-
finess. SCIENCE-BASED CONSCIOUS FORMULA™ without sili-
con, fragrance and with 96% natural-origin ingredients.    

CHARACTERISTICS
Refreshing, pleasurable and easy to use, the patch is a practical product 
for an express action or as a weekly, on-demand treatment.  In just a few 
minutes the signs of fatigue are erased. With constant use, the patch 
also acts on the signs of aging.  

STRENGTHS
INNOVATIVE HIGH-TECH DELIVERY hydro-gel.  
IMMEDIATE ACTION and multi-active.
PRACTICAL APPLICATION pleasurable and refreshing.

HOW IT WORKS
HESPERIDIN multi-peptide complex with three actions on puffiness 
and signs of fatigue in the eye area:  reduces capillary permeability,  ac-
tivates the lymphatic system and reduces inflammation.  
PEPTIDE COMPLEX WITH CHRYSIN, a flavonoid which has an “an-
ti-blue effect”. Together, they stimulate the brightening enzymes which 
eliminate the accumulated bilirubin, thereby improving the appearance 
of dark circles. They also reduce inflammation which compromises ves-
sel permeability.  
HEXAPEPTIDE mimics the structure of human collagen. Activates the 
synthesis of new collagen, favoring tissue regeneration and restoring the 
dermal-epidermal junctions.

HOW TO USE
Remove make-up and cleanse the eye area well and gently pat dry. Re-
move the patch and apply to the area under the eyes, with the bigger 
part placed on the outside, and the inner part as close to the bridge of 
the nose as possible, as according to the drawing. Leave to process for 
at least 10 minutes. It can also be left on for an hour or even the entire 
night for an intensive anti-aging action.  It can be used as a rescue reme-
dy when in need or as a prolonged treatment in combination with the 
cream, using the patches twice a week for the first two weeks and then 
one patch per week for the following two weeks. 

RECOMMENDED
Recommended for tired eyes, with evident signs of wrinkles, puffiness, 
under-eye bags and dark circles. Ideal as a weekly treatment and for 
moments of particular fatigue. 

EFFICACY TESTS
For 80% of women, under-eye bags were reduced.*
For 80% of women, the eye contour appeared more relaxed and 
with a less fatigued appearance.*

*Independent Laboratory testing 20 panelists _ 30 days

PACKAGING
hydrogel patch

SIZE
6 sachets with two patches 

in each sachet 6 applications

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

EYE PATCH
immediate effect eye 

mask with peptides

SUBLIME SKIN
EYE CREAM
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SUBLIME SKIN
HOME CARE

pH 5.3-6.3

PRODUCT
Creamy, lifting mask which visibly redefines face and neck contours.  
SCIENCE-BASED CONSCIOUS FORMULAS™, free from sili-
cones and with 94% natural-origin ingredients. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
The rich, yet easily absorbed texture, does not leave any trace of prod-
uct and does not require removal or rinsing. The lifting and plumping 
effect is immediate. Can be used during the day for an immediate 
lifting action or as a night time mask to optimize the benefits of sleep, 
awaking to a skin which reveals softer contours and relaxes features.   

STRENGTHS
IMMEDIATE LIFTING AND REPLUMPING EFFECT
PRECISE AND COMPLETE BRUSH APPLICATION
NO NEED TO RINSE

HOW IT WORKS 
TAPIOCA STARCH:  Provides the extraction of a tridimensional ma-
trix which is distributed across the skin’s surface and in just a few min-
utes, creates a visco-elastic film with an immediate lifting effect.  
MACRO HYALURONIC ACID (0,1%): Strongly hydrating hygro-
scopic molecule which has the capacity to retain 1000 times its own 
weight in water. Quenches the skin and maintains elasticity and soft-
ness.
ILLIPE BUTTER:  Hydrates and elasticizes the skin leaving it silky.

HOW TO USE
Apply morning or evening after cleansing with the special brush and al-
low to absorb.  There is no need to apply any other product afterwards. 

RECOMMENDED 
Ideal for mature skins, and those that are lined and lacking tone. Can 
be used in all climates. 

EFFICACY TESTS
Firming effect for 90% of the panel*
Lifting effect for 85% of the panel*

**Independent laboratory testing _ instrumental evaluation of 
mask after 8 hours_20 people 

PACKAGING
vase

SIZE
60 ml

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

LIFT-MASK
immediately visible 

firming mask 

SUBLIME SKIN
ESSENCE
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SUBLIME SKIN
PROFESSIONAL

pH 3.8-4.5

THE PRODUCT
Single-use exfoliating gel, a pre-step booster in professional peeling tre-
atments. SCIENCE-BASED CONSCIOUS FORMULA™ free from 
preservatives, fragrance, alcohol and silicons and with 96% natural-
origin ingredients.    

CHARACTERISTICS
Renews and enhances the peel solutions.  It is active, yet not aggressive: 
reduces the thickness of the stratum corneum and activates water recall 
in the superficial layers.

STRENGTHS
ACTIVE, YET NOT AGGRESSIVE.  
PRESERVATIVE-FREE FRAGRANCE-FREE, ALCOHOL-FREE, 
SILICON-FREE FORMULA. 
INTENSIFIES the gel peels or masks.

HOW IT WORKS
LACTIC ACID (15%) weakens the intercellular junctions which bind 
the keratinocytes in the stratum corneum, allowing them to detach.  Ap-
plied prior to the alpha-hydroxy peel, it favours their absorption, thereby 
maximizing their efficacy.  Promotes a hydrating action, bestowing tight-
ness and plumpness to the tissues.

HOW TO USE 
Apply the gel with a dry brush to face, neck and décolleté. The product 
is delicate, however always be cautious when applying the solution and 
don’t apply to broken skin. Leave to process for 5 minutes and then 
proceed with the application of the selected alpha hydroxy peel.    

RECOMMENDED
Exclusively for professional use. Follow the indications on the tech-
nical treatment sheets. Recommended when skin is thickened, dull, 
shows dyschromia and has a tendency to oiliness.  

WARNING
Do not use around the eyes,  on broken skin, in the presence of active 
acne, on skin affected by the Herpes Simplex virus, in the presence 
of fragile capillaries, melasma, during pregnancy and breastfeeding, 
in the case of allergies or hyper-sensitivity to any of the components 
in the products, on skin which has undergone aesthetic surgery, laser 
treatments, microdermabrasion, until at least a 3/4 month period has 
passed. Stop using the product in the case of irritation. Contact of the 
product with the skin must be limited in frequency and duration as 
indicated in the instructions of use. This product contains an alpha-
hydroxy acid (AHA) that may increase skin’s sensitivity to the sun and 
particularly the possibility of sunburn. It is advised to limit sun exposu-
re and to use a sun protection of SPF30 or higher.  

PACKAGING
single-use sachets

SIZE
24 pz

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

PEEL BOOSTER
lactic acid solution

SUBLIME SKIN
DELICATE/INTENSE PEEL

SKIN REGIMEN 
FACE RENEWER
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SUBLIME SKIN
PROFESSIONAL

pH 3.8-4.5

THE PRODUCT
Delicate single-use biphasic peeling with 28% alpha-hydroxy acids and 
Vitamin C powder. Ideal for sensitive skins, with a keratolytic action on 
the stratum corneum, with exceptional results on wrinkles caused by 
chrono- and photo-aging. SCIENCE-BASED CONSCIOUS FOR-
MULA™ free from preservatives, fragrance, alcohol and silicons and 
with 84% natural origin ingredients.    

CHARACTERISTICS
The combination of the different percentages of alpha-hydroxy acids 
reawakens the epidermal turnover, resurfaces and, in combination with 
the Vitamin C, bestows a visible glowing, illuminating, healthy appear-
ance.   

STRENGTHS
DELICATE, MULTI-ACTIVE BIPHASIC FORMULA.
PRESERVATIVE-FREE FRAGRANCE-FREE, ALCOHOL-FREE, 
SILICON-FREE FORMULA. 
VITAMIN C SINGLE-USE PACKAGED IN NITROGEN ATMOS-
PHERE, to ensure maximum efficacy at the moment of use whilst pre-
venting oxidative degeneration.

HOW IT WORKS
GLYCOLIC ACID (8%) of small dimension and quickly absorbed, re-
duces the depth of micro-wrinkles and stimulates the epidermal turnover.
LACTIC ACID (8%) hydrating and plumping.
CITRIC ACID (12%) contributes to the exfoliating action, enhancing its 
action with a chelating action on sun damage and pollution.
PURE VITAMIN C stimulates collagen synthesis with an antioxidant 
and illuminating action for instant radiance. Packaged in nitrogen at-
mosphere to ensure maximum efficacy at the moment of use, whilst 
preventing oxidative degeneration.  

HOW TO USE
Mix base 1 and base 2 in a bowl with a dry brush until a homogenous gel 
is obtained. Apply to the face with a clean dry brush, avoiding the eyes 
and do not apply to broken skin. Leave to process for 10-15 minutes.  
Remove with the help of a cool, damp face towel.   

RECOMMENDED
Exclusively for professional use. Follow the indications on the techni-
cal treatment sheets.  Recommended for delicate skin and when skin 
is thickened, dull, shows dyschromia and has a tendency to oiliness.  

WARNING
Do not use around the eyes, on broken skin,  in the presence of active 
acne, on skin affected by the Herpes Simplex virus, in the presence 
of fragile capillaries, melasma, during pregnancy and breastfeeding, 
in the case of allergies or hyper-sensitivity to any of the components 
in the products, on skin which has undergone aesthetic surgery, laser 
treatments, microdermabrasion, until at least a 3/4 month period has 
passed. Stop using the product in the case of irritation. Contact of the 
product with the skin must be limited in frequency and duration as 
indicated in the instructions of use. This product contains an alpha-hy-
droxy acid (AHA) that may increase skin’s sensitivity to the sun and 
particularly the possibility of sunburn. It is advised to limit sun expo-
sure and to use a sun protection of SPF30 or higher.

PACKAGING
single-use sachets

SIZE
12 + 12 pz

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

DELICATE PEEL
alpha-hydroxy acids gel 
and Vitamin C powder

SKIN REGIMEN 
ACID PREPARATOR

SKIN REGIMEN 
NEUTRALIZER

SUBLIME SKIN 
PEEL BOOSTER
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SUBLIME SKIN
PROFESSIONAL

pH 3.8-4.5

THE PRODUCT
Intensive single-use biphasic peeling with 40% alpha-hydroxy acids 
and Vitamin C powder.  Ideal for thickened, resistant skins, with a kera-
tolytic action on the stratum corneum, with exceptional results on wrin-
kles caused by chrono- and photo-aging. SCIENCE-BASED CON-
SCIOUS FORMULA™ free from preservatives, fragrance, alcohol and 
silicons and with 71% natural-origin ingredients. 

CHARACTERISTICS
The combination of the different percentages of alpha-hydroxy acids 
reawakens the epidermal turnover, resurfaces and, in combination with 
the Vitamin C, bestows a visible glowing, illuminating, healthy appear-
ance.  

STRENGTHS
INTENSIVE, MULTI-ACTIVE BIPHASIC FORMULA.
PRESERVATIVE-FREE FRAGRANCE-FREE, ALCOHOL-FREE, 
SILICON-FREE FORMULA. 
VITAMIN C SINGLE-USE PACKAGED IN NITROGEN ATMOS-
PHERE, to ensure maximum efficacy at the moment of use whilst pre-
venting oxidative degeneration.

HOW IT WORKS
GLYCOLIC ACID (20%) of small dimension and quickly absorbed, 
reduces the depth of micro-wrinkles and stimulates the epidermal turn-
over.
LACTIC ACID (10%) hydrating and plumping.
CITRIC ACID (10%) contributes to the exfoliating action, enhancing its 
action with a chelating action on sun damage and pollution.
PURE VITAMIN C stimulates collagen synthesis with an antioxidant 
and illuminating action for instant radiance. Packaged in nitrogen at-
mosphere to ensure maximum efficacy and stability at the moment of 
use, whilst preventing oxidative degeneration.

HOW TO USE
Mix base 1 and base 2 in a bowl with a dry brush until a homogenous gel 
is obtained. Apply to the face with a clean dry brush, avoiding the eyes 
and do not apply to broken skin.  Leave to process for 10-15 minutes. 
Remove with the help of a cool, damp face towel.  

RECOMMENDED
Exclusively for professional use. Follow the indications on the techni-
cal treatment sheets. Recommended for resistant skin and when skin is 
thickened, dull, shows dyschromia and has a tendency to oiliness, and 
those used to receiving peeling treatments.

WARNING
Do not use around the eyes, on broken skin,  in the presence of ac-
tive acne, on skin affected by the Herpes Simplex virus, in the presence 
of fragile capillaries, melasma, during pregnancy and breastfeeding, 
in the case of allergies or hyper-sensitivity to any of the components 
in the products, on skin which has undergone aesthetic surgery, laser 
treatments, microdermabrasion, until at least a 3/4 month period has 
passed. Stop using the product in the case of irritation. Contact of the 
product with the skin must be limited in frequency and duration as indi-
cated in the instructions of use.  This product contains an alpha-hydroxy 
acid (AHA) that may increase skin’s sensitivity to the sun and particularly 
the possibility of sunburn. It is advised to limit sun exposure and to use a 
sun protection of SPF30 or higher.

PACKAGING
single-use sachets

SIZE
12 + 12 pz

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

INTENSIVE PEEL
alpha-hydroxy acids gel 
and Vitamin C powder

SKIN REGIMEN 
ACID PREPARATOR

SKIN REGIMEN 
NEUTRALIZER

SUBLIME SKIN 
PEEL BOOSTER
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SUBLIME SKIN
PROFESSIONAL

pH 3.8-4.5

THE PRODUCT
Innovative biphasic lifting mask for face and neck. SCIENCE-BASED 
CONSCIOUS FORMULA™ free from preservatives, fragrance, al-
cohol and silicons and with 95% natural-origin ingredients.    

CHARACTERISTICS
A combination of extraordinary efficacy, ease of use and pleasurable 
perceptive experience. Without the addition of water, the mask beco-
mes a gel when it comes into contact with the activating powder.  Fresh 
and tonifying, it sets in a few minutes and once removed, it leaves the 
skin toned, reactivated and replumped. 

STRENGTHS
EXTRAORDINARY EFFICACY and ideal substitute to bovine colla-
gen masks.
EASY TO APPLY, PLEASANT FOR THE GUEST.
DOES NOT REQUIRE THE ADDITION OF WATER. 

HOW IT WORKS
VITAMIN PP A key ingredient in regulating the flow of blood at a cuta-
neous level, reactivating microcirculation and optimizing oxygenation of 
the tissues.  Carries out a hydrating and illuminating action. Favors the 
synthesis of epidermal ceramides.  
HEXAPEPTIDE chemically composed of amino acids with a similar ac-
tion to that of the Botulin Toxin. Applied locally, it softens and contrasts 
the facial features, promoting an immediate, visible lifting action. 
ALGINATES derived from brown algae, remineralizing and firming.

HOW TO USE 
Pour the base 2 powder into the plastic jar of base 1 and mix quickly with 
a spatula.  Apply to the face with the spatula using long strokes for better 
application, and apply within a 2 minute timeframe, remembering that 
the mask sets very quickly.   

RECOMMENDED
Exclusively for professional use. Follow the indications on the techni-
cal treatment sheets.  Recommended for everyone needing an imme-
diate, visible plumping and lifting effect.  

PACKAGING
single-use

SIZE
6 + 6 pieces

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

PEEL-OFF MASK
intensive replumping mask 

with Vitamin PP and Hexapeptide
base 1 gel mask

base 2 activating powder

SUBLIME SKIN 
SERUM

SUBLIME SKIN 
RICH CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN 
DELICATE/INTENSIVE
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SUBLIME SKIN
PROFESSIONAL

pH 5.3-6.3

THE PRODUCT
Innovative creamy anti-aging serum with active lifting, replumping ef-
fect. The exclusive ARCHI-LIFT™ technology restores the skin’s ar-
chitecture and corrects the structural and genetic alterations which the 
passing of time and lifestyle have on the skin.  Redensifies, softens the 
wrinkles and bestows an even, overall luminosity to the skin. SCIENCE-
BASED CONSCIOUS FORMULA™ without silicon and with 92% 
natural-origin ingredients.    

CHARACTERISTICS
Acts on the fundamental pillars of the skin’s structure: water, lipids and 
proteins, essential to maintain the definition of the face’s features and to 
promote a replumping and firming effect from the inside. Inhibiting the 
skin’s microRNA proteins, correct genetic transcription is restored for a 
visible younger skin. The absence of silicon guarantees a real improve-
ment in skin softness and tone, without the use of “cosmetic tricks”. It is 
quickly absorbed and gives a matte effect.

STRENGTHS
ARCHI-LIFT™ TECHNOLOGY “active lifting” from within.
INHIBITION OF THE SKINS microRNA, defending collagen and ela-
stin.
SILICON-FREE for a “real active beauty” effect.
VERSATILE in its use, can be used on its own or in combination with the 
Sublime Skin creams for a more intensive action. 

HOW IT WORKS
MICRO AND MACRO HYALURONIC ACID (0,3%) renowned 
for its hydroscopic properties, has the ability to attract and retain water, 
imitating the hydro-filler. Thanks to modern technologies, it has been 
included with two molecular weights to act at different levels.  The Ma-
cro version for an immediate action at the epidermal level and the latest 
generation Micro version for a more progressive and profound effect at 
the dermal level.
PAEONIA ALBIFLORA EXTRACT mimics the lipo-filler effect, resto-
ring the correct functioning of the adipocytes. In fact, it stimulates the 
transformation of pre-adipocytes into adipocytes.
PLANTAGO LANCEOLATA titrated extract, thanks to the inhibition 
of the microRNA, stimulates new collagen and elastin and protects their 
correct functioning. It also reduces the appearance of age spots and 
helps to prevent them. 

HOW TO USE
Exclusively for professional use. Follow the indications on the technical 
treatment sheets. Apply and massage until completely absorbed.  

RECOMMENDED
Suited to all skin conditions to contrast the “hollowing” or emptying of 
the face,  the loss of tone and elasticity and for skin which is prone to 
dyschromia.  PACKAGING

tube
SIZE

150 ml

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

SERUM
replumping firming 

serum

SUBLIME SKIN
PEEL-OFF MASK

SUBLIME SKIN
RICH CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN 
PEEL BOOSTER

SUBLIME SKIN 
DELICATE/INTENSIVE PEEL
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SUBLIME SKIN
PROFESSIONAL

pH 5.3-6.3

THE PRODUCT
Innovative anti-aging rich cream with active lifting replumping effect.  
The exclusive ARCHI-LIFT™ technology restores the skin’s architecture 
and bestows a tighter, redefined appearance.  Nourishes, replumps, re-
densifies and softens the wrinkles. SCIENCE-BASED CONSCIOUS 
FORMULA™ without silicon and with 81% natural origin ingredients.    

CHARACTERISTICS
Acts on the fundamental pillars of the skin’s structure:  water, lipids and 
proteins, essential elements to maintain the definition of the face’s fea-
tures and to promote a replumping and firming effect from the inside.  
Inhibiting the microRNA proteins, correct genetic transcription is resto-
red, and reflects that of younger skins. The absence of silicon guaran-
tees a real improvement in skin softness and tone, without the use of 
“cosmetic tricks”.  

STRENGTHS
ARCHI-LIFT™ TECHNOLOGY “active lifting” from within.
SILICON-FREE for a “real active beauty” effect.  
STRUCTURE RICH IN NOURISHING BUTTERS AND OILS.

HOW IT WORKS
MICRO AND MACRO HYALURONIC ACID (0,3%) renowned 
for its hydroscopic properties, has the ability to attract and retain water, 
imitating the hydro-filler. Thanks to modern technologies, it has been 
included with two molecular weights to act at different levels. The Macro 
version of 1.500 – 2.200K Da for an immediate action at the epidermal 
level and the latest generation Micro version of <10K Da, for a more 
progressive and profound effect at the dermal level.
PAEONIA ALBIFLORA EXTRACT mimics the lipo-filler effect, resto-
ring the correct functioning of the adipocytes. In fact, it stimulates the 
transformation of pre-adipocytes into adipocytes.
PALMITOYL GLYCINE, a lipo-amino acid which protects the protein 
structure of the skin made of collagen and elastin. Inhibits the enzymes 
(MMP) working to degrade collagen and elastin, whilst stimulates the 
enzymes (TIMP) that oppose this degradation for a firmer younger skin. 

HOW TO USE 
Exclusively for professional use. Follow the indications on the technical 
treatment sheets. Apply and massage until completely absorbed.  

RECOMMENDED
For skins needing to contrast the “hollowing” or emptying of the face, 
the loss of tone and elasticity and for those with wrinkles.  

PACKAGING
vase

SIZE
200 ml

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

RICH CREAM
replumping firming rich cream

SUBLIME SKIN 
SERUM

SUBLIME SKIN 
PEEL BOOSTER

SUBLIME SKIN 
DELICATE/INTENSIVE

SUBLIME SKIN
PEEL-OFF MASK
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SUBLIME SKIN
PROFESSIONAL

pH 5-7

THE PRODUCT
An innovative refreshing and corrective hydrogel mask formulated with 
peptides for an intensive action which gives immediate relief to the eye 
area and visibly corrects, in just a few minutes, signs of fatigue and puf-
finess. SCIENCE-BASED CONSCIOUS FORMULA™ without sili-
con, fragrance-free and with 96% natural origin ingredients.

CHARACTERISTICS
Refreshing, pleasurable and easy to use, the mask is ideal as an add-on 
enhancement to any professional treatment. In just a few minutes the 
signs of fatigue are erased.  

STRENGTHS
INNOVATIVE HIGH-TECH DELIVERY hydro-gel.  
IMMEDIATE ACTION and multi-active.
PRACTICAL APPLICATION pleasurable and refreshing.

HOW IT WORKS
HESPERIDIN multi-peptide complex with three actions on puffiness 
and signs of fatigue in the eye area:  reduces capillary permeability, acti-
vates the lymphatic system and reduces inflammation.  
PEPTIDE COMPLEX WITH CHRYSIN, a flavonoid which has an “an-
ti-blue effect”. Together, they stimulate the brightening enzymes which 
eliminate the accumulated bilirubin, thereby improving the appearance 
of dark circles. They also reduce inflammation which compromises ves-
sel permeability.  
HEXAPEPTIDE mimics the structure of human collagen. Activates the 
synthesis of new collagen, favoring tissue regeneration and restoring the 
dermal-epidermal junctions.  

HOW TO USE
Exclusively for professional use. Follow the indications on the techni-
cal treatment sheets. Remove make-up and cleanse the eye area well 
and gently pat dry. Remove the mask and place over the eyes. Leave to 
process for 10 – 15 minutes.  

RECOMMENDED
Recommended for tired eyes, with evident signs of wrinkles, puffiness 
and dark circles. Ideal as an add-on treatment to all professional tre-
atments.  

PACKAGING
hydrogel patch

SIZE
12 pz

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

EYE PATCH
immediate effect 

peptides mask

SUBLIME SKIN 
PEEL BOOSTER

SUBLIME SKIN 
DELICATE/INTENSIVE PEEL

SUBLIME SKIN
RICH CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN
PEEL-OFF MASK

SUBLIME SKIN 
SERUM
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A treatment which resurfaces, stimulates cellular renewal and illuminates the face, neck and décolleté.   The 
double peeling combined with Vitamin C guarantees the efficacy and modular action. 

Particularly recommended for skins which are mature, thickened, and with uneven skin tone (dyschromia). 
Also indicated for those with a tendency to oiliness. The selection between two concentrations of alpha-
hydrovy-acids makes it ideal for delicate as well as resistant skin. The delicate version of the peel is suited to 
the most sensitive skin and as a start-up to a cycle of treatments. Indicated during the change of seasons to 
bring youth to the skin.  During periods of high sun exposure, always remind clients to apply sun protection.  

Resurfaces and renews the horny layer of the skin.
Stimulates the renewal of the epidermal cells.
Visbily reduces the wrinkles.
Bestows luminosity and tone. 

45 minutes

Do not use around the eyes,  on broken skin,  in the presence of active acne, on skin affected by the Herpes 
Simplex virus, in the presence of fragile capillaries, melasma, during pregnancy and breastfeeding, in the 
case of allergies or hyper-sensitivity to any of the components in the products, on skin which has undergone 
aesthetic surgery, laser treatments, microdermabrasion, until at least a 3/4 month period has passed. Stop 
using the product in the case of irritation. Contact of the product with the skin must be limited in frequency 
and duration as indicated in the instructions of use.  This product contains an alpha-hydroxy acid (AHA) that 
may increase skin’s sensitivity to the sun and particularly the possibility of sunburn.  It is advised to limit sun 
exposure and to use a sun protection of SPF30 or higher.    

TRANQUILLITY™ BLEND
APPROPRIATE [ comfort zone ] CLEANSER & TONER
SKIN REGIMEN ACID PREPARATOR
SUBLIME SKIN PEEL BOOSTER
SUBLIME SKIN DELICATE or INTENSIVE PEEL
TRANQUILLITY™ HAND CREAM (optional add-on)
SKIN REGIMEN NEUTRALIZER    
RECOVER TOUCH OIL
ESSENTIAL TONER or REMEDY TONER
SUBLIME SKIN RICH CREAM OR SERUM

[ comfort zone ] FACE BRUSH, BOWL & FACE TOWELS 

TREATMENT STEPS

1. Start the treatment with the TRANQUILLITY™ WELCOME RITUAL.

2. Cleanse and tone the face, neck and décolleté, following the steps of the SKIN PREPARATION (cleanse 
and tone, no scrub) and according to the skin condition.  Then proceed with the SKIN ANALYSIS.

3. Apply SKIN REGIMEN ACID PREPARATOR with cotton pads to face, neck and décolleté.  Allow to 
absorb whilst preparing the peel.  
4. Apply the SUBLIME SKIN PEEL BOOSTER with the [ comfort zone ] brush and leave to process for 
5 minutes.  
5. Using the same brush, prepare SUBLIME SKIN DELICATE OR INTENSIVE PEEL (according to skin 
condition) mixing the 2 bases to obtain a homogenous mixture and apply to face, neck and décolleté, avoi-
ding the eye area.  Process for 10 minutes.  
The brush should then be washed with neutral soap and left to dry well before the next usage. 
6. During this time, apply TRANQUILLITY™ HAND CREAM to hands and arms and massage with de-
sired techniques.  
7. Remove the product with a cool, damp [ comfort zone ] TOWEL.
8. Apply the SKIN REGIMEN NEUTRALIZER to treated areas with cotton pads and allow to dry.  
9. Apply RECOVER TOUCH OIL and delicately massage face, neck and décolleté for 5 minutes with 
desired techniques.
10. Apply ESSENTIAL TONER or spray the REMEDY TONER on face, neck and décolleté for a delicate 
action of freshness and energetic reawakening.  Allow to evaporate naturally.  

11. Apply SUBLIME SKIN RICH CREAM OR SERUM to face, neck and décollété according to the skin’s 
needs with light strokes until completely absorbed and close with a delicate final touch of sun protection.

Offer a cup of Matcha tea or rejuvenating juice, along with the PRESCRIPTION CARD with indicated 
products to prolong the benefits of the treatments at home.  

SUBLIME SKIN
DOUBLE PEEL

SUBLIME SKIN
ACTIVE LIFT

AIM OF TREATMENT

 RECOMMENDED

BENEFITS

DURATION

WARNINGS

CONCLUSION 
& PRESCRIPTION

PROFESSIONAL                   
PRODUCTS 

OPENING

SKIN PREPARATION 
AND ANALYSIS

TREATMENT 
AND MASSAGE

FINAL TOUCH 
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An anti-aging redensifying and lifting treatment for the face and neck.  Combined with the specific [ 
comfort zone ] lifting massage, it restores fullness to the skin and redefines the volume of the face.  Its 
specific action and efficacy is obtained thanks in particular to the innovative biphasic peel-off mask.  

For all skin conditions with wrinkles and visible loss of tone and volume.  

Stimulates an immediate lifting, redensifying the face’s oval.  
Nourishes, illuminates and tones.
Deep wrinkles as well as fine lines appear softer and attenuated.  

60 minutes

TRANQUILLITY™ BLEND
APPROPRIATE [ comfort zone ] CLEANSER, TONER, EXFOLIANT
SUBLIME SKIN SERUM
SUBLIME SKIN PEEL-OFF MASK
TRANQUILLITY™ HAND CREAM
RECOVER TOUCH OIL
ESSENTIAL TONER
SUBLIME SKIN RICH CREAM

[ comfort zone ] FACE BRUSH, BOWL & FACE TOWELS 

TREATMENT STEPS

1. Start with the TRANQUILLITY™ WELCOME RITUAL™.

2. Cleanse the face, neck, décolleté and ears (following the specific technique – only to be done 
when massage is included in the treatment). Apply the tonic to the same areas with tapping mo-
vements. Then proceed with the SKIN ANALYSIS. Complete the SKIN PREPARATION with the 
ESSENTIAL SCRUB or ESSENTIAL PEELING. Remove and apply the tonic with tapping move-
ments.

3. Apply SUBLIME SKIN SERUM and massage until absorbed, with special attention to the critical 
areas.
4. Wrap the hair in a towel, turban-style, and place damp cotton pads on the eyes, ensuring the eye-
brows are included, OR as an alternative, propose the add-on of the SUBLIME SKIN EYE PATCH.
5. Prepare SUBLIME SKIN PEEL-OFF MASK by pouring the BASE 2 powder directly into the 
BASE 1 tub and mixing quickly.  Apply the mask within 2 minutes with the [ comfort zone ] spatula, 
starting at the forehead, with long strokes, ensuring that the layers are even and the borders are 
thick and regular.  Leave to process for 10-15 minutes.
6. During this time, apply TRANQUILLITY™ CREAM to hands and arms and massage with de-
sired techniques.  
7. Remove the mask and to remove any excess mask residues, use the ESSENTIAL TONER with 
cotton pads.
8. Apply RECOVER TOUCH OIL and delicately massage face, neck and décolleté with the spe-
cific [ comfort zone ]  ACTIVE LIFT MASSAGE for 15 minutes. 
Before the final massage step of the digital pressures on the scalp, place a warm, dry towel com-
press on the face (to ensure complete absorption and to restore the skin’s natural balance after the 
intense stimulation), and proceed with the final step of digital pressures.  Remove the towel. 
9. Apply ESSENTIAL TONER with tapping movements or spray the REMEDY TONER on face, 
neck and décolleté for a delicate action of freshness and energetic reawakening.  Allow to evapo-
rate naturally.  

10. Apply SUBLIME SKIN RICH CREAM OR SERUM to face, neck and décollété according to 
the skin’s needs with light strokes until completely absorbed and complete with a delicate final touch 
of sun protection.

Offer a cup of Matcha tea or rejuvenating juice, along with the PRESCRIPTION CARD with indi-
cated products to prolong the benefits of the treatments at home.  

SUBLIME SKIN
ACTIVE LIFT

AIM OF TREATMENT

 RECOMMENDED

BENEFITS

DURATION

CONCLUSION 
& PRESCRIPTION

PROFESSIONAL                   
PRODUCTS 

OPENING

SKIN PREPARATION 
AND ANALYSIS

TREATMENT 
AND MASSAGE

FINAL TOUCH 
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A treatment which resurfaces, redensifies and lifts. Combined with the exclusive [ comfort zone ] ACTIVE LIFT 
MASSAGE, it stimulates cellular regeneration, bestows fullness and redefines the volume of the face. The efficacy 
and specific actions obtained are thanks to the double peeling combined with Vitamin C.  Its specific action and 
efficacy is obtained thanks to the double peel followed by an innovative biphasic peel-off mask. 

Particularly recommended for skins which are mature, thickened, have an uneven skin tone (dyschromia), wrinkles, 
and visible loss of tone and volume.  

Smoothes the skin whilst stimulating the epidermal cellular renewal. 
Stimulates a triple action of immediate lifting, redensifying the face’s oval.  
Nourishes, illuminates, tones, and attenuates deep wrinkles as well as fine lines.  

75 minutes

Do not use around the eyes,  on broken skin,  in the presence of active acne, on skin affected by the Herpes Simplex 
virus, in the presence of  fragile capillaries, melasma, during pregnancy and breastfeeding, in the case of allergies 
or hyper-sensitivity to any of the components in the products, on skin which has undergone aesthetic surgery, laser 
treatments, microdermabrasion, until at least a 3/4 month period has passed. Stop using the product in the case of 
irritation. Contact of the product with the skin must be limited in frequency and duration as indicated in the instructions 
of use. This product contains an alpha-hydroxy acid (AHA) that may increase skin’s sensitivity to the sun and parti-
cularly the possibility of sunburn. It is advised to limit sun exposure and to use a sun protection of SPF30 or higher.  

TRANQUILLITY™ BLEND
APPROPRIATE [ comfort zone ] CLEANSER & TONER
SKIN REGIMEN ACID PREPARATOR 
SUBLIME SKIN PEEL BOOSTER
SUBLIME SKIN DELICATE or INTENSIVE PEEL
SKIN REGIMEN NEUTRALIZER    
SUBLIME SKIN SERUM
SUBLIME SKIN PEEL-OFF MASK
TRANQUILLITY™ HAND CREAM (optional add-on)
RECOVER TOUCH OIL
ESSENTIAL TONER OR REMEDY TONER
SUBLIME SKIN RICH CREAM 
SKIN DEFENDER SPF 30

[ comfort zone ] FACE BRUSH, BOWL & FACE TOWELS 

TREATMENT STEPS

1. Start with the TRANQUILLITY WELCOME RITUAL.

2. Cleanse the face, neck, décolleté and ears (following the specific technique – only to be done when massage is 
included in the treatment). Apply the tonic to the same areas with tapping movements. Then proceed with the SKIN 
ANALYSIS. 

3. Apply SKIN REGIMEN ACID PREPARATOR with cotton pads to face, neck and décolleté. Allow to absorb 
whilst preparing the peel.  
4. Apply the SUBLIME SKIN PEEL BOOSTER with the [ comfort zone ] brush and leave to process for 5 minutes.  
5. Using the same brush, prepare SUBLIME SKIN DELICATE OR INTENSIVE PEEL (according to skin condition) 
mixing the 2 bases to obtain a homogenous mixture and apply to face, neck and décolleté, avoiding the eye area.  
Process for 10 minutes. The brush should then be washed with neutral soap and left to dry well before the next usage. 
6. During this time massage the neck, shoulders and/or scalp. Remove the product with a cool damp 
[ comfort zone ] towel.
7. Apply the SKIN REGIMEN NEUTRALIZER to treated areas with cotton pads and allow to dry. 
8. Apply SUBLIME SKIN SERUM and massage until absorbed, with special attention to the critical areas.
9. Wrap the hair in a towel turban-style and place damp cotton pads on the eyes, ensuring the eyebrows are included, 
OR as an alternative, propose the add-on of the SUBLIME SKIN EYE PATCH.
10. Prepare SUBLIME SKIN PEEL-OFF MASK by pouring the BASE 2 powder directly into the BASE 1 tub and 
mixing quickly.  Apply the mask within 2 minutes with the [ comfort zone ] spatula, starting at the forehead, with long 
strokes, ensuring that the layers are even and the borders are thick and regular. Leave to process for 10-15 minutes.
11. During this time, apply TRANQUILLITY™ HAND CREAM to hands and arms and massage with desired tech-
niques.  
12. Remove the mask and to remove any excess mask residues, use the ESSENTIAL TONER with cotton pads.
13. Apply RECOVER TOUCH OIL and delicately massage face, neck and décolleté with the specific [ comfort 
zone ]  Active Lift massage for 15 minutes. 
Before the final massage step of the digital pressures on the scalp, place a warm, dry towel compress on the face (to 
ensure complete absorption and to restore the skin’s natural balance after the intense stimulation), and proceed with 
the final step of digital pressures.  Remove the towel. 
14. Apply ESSENTIAL TONER with tapping movements or spray the REMEDY TONER on face, neck and décol-
leté for a delicate action of freshness and energetic reawakening.  Allow to evaporate naturally.  

14. Apply SUBLIME SKIN RICH CREAM OR SERUM to face, neck and décollété according to the skin’s needs 
with light strokes until completely absorbed and close with a a delicate final touch of sun protection.

Offer a cup of Matcha tea or rejuvenating juice, along with the PRESCRIPTION CARD with indicated products to 
prolong the benefits of the treatments at home.  

SUBLIME SKIN
DELUXE LIFT

AIM OF TREATMENT

 RECOMMENDED

BENEFITS

DURATION

WARNINGS

CONCLUSION 
& PRESCRIPTION

PROFESSIONAL                   
PRODUCTS 

OPENING

SKIN PREPARATION 
AND ANALYSIS

TREATMENT 
AND MASSAGE

FINAL TOUCH 
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SUBLIME SKIN
AT A GLANCE - HOME CARE

ARCHI-LIFT™ exclusive technology which contrasts 
the signs of aging and the structural degeneration of the 

skin’s architecture (DEGENER-AGING™).  
Acting on water, lipids and proteins, it promotes an 

intense renewing, replumping and firming action for 
an “active lifting” from within, evident in refound tone, 

luminosity and silkiness.

PRODUCTS DESCRIPTION INGREDIENTS 
& ACTIONS RESULTS SELLING TIPS LINK 

PRODUCTS
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SUBLIME SKIN 
ESSENCE
pH 5 - 5.5

100 ml

concentrated 
solution which 

immediately and 
maximizes the 
efficacy of the 

products applied 
afterwards

SCIENCE-BASED 
CONSCIOUS 
FORMULAS™ 
without silicones 

and fragrance

99% natural-origin 
ingredients

NMF COMPLEX
prevents dehyration and gives 

a plumping effect

TRIPEPTIDE-1
biomimetic peptide that 

stimlates production 
of collagen, elastin and 

extracellular  matrix proteins 
for visible firming effect 

firm, toned skin

deep hydration

redefined features and  
improvement of the face’s oval

enhances the activity 
of the other anti-aging 

products used

can be used all year 
round, in all climates

can be re-applied 
throughout the day 
in the absence of 

make-up for a constant 
glowing appearance

SUBLIME SKIN 
SERUM

SUBLIME SKIN 
CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN 
RICH CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN 
PEEL PAD

SUBLIME SKIN 
EYE PATCH

SUBLIME SKIN 
EYE CREAM
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SUBLIME SKIN 
SERUM

pH 5.3-6.3
30 ml

replumping firming 
serum

92% natural-origin 
ingredients

creamy texture

MICRO AND MACRO 
HYALURONIC ACID 

(0,3%) +  PAEONIA 
ALBIFLORA EXTRACT

replumping

PLANTAGO 
LANCEOLATA TITRATED 

EXTRACT
firming, protective, 

illuminating

inhibits the 
microRNA

skin redensification
lifting effect 

contrasts wrinkles 
radiance

85% of women judged their skin 
redensified and replumped.* 

95% evaluated their skin to be 
more elasticized and toned.*

doubles the efficacy of the 
Sublime Skin Rich Cream in 

wrinkle reduction 

(-20% wrinkle depth) and 
increases hydration by 5 times. *

dermatological 
and clinical tests

all skins

good for hot, humid 
climates, where it can 

be used alone.

can be used prior to 
the cream 

also for skins which 
require additional 

nourishment

SUBLIME SKIN 
ESSENCE 

SUBLIME SKIN 
CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN 
RICH CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN 
PEEL PAD

SUBLIME SKIN 
EYE PATCH

SUBLIME SKIN 
EYE CREAM
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SUBLIME SKIN 
CREAM

pH 5.3-6.3 
60 ml

replumping firming 
cream

89% natural-origin 
ingredients

rich creamy texture

MICRO AND MACRO 
HYALURONIC ACID 

(0,3%) + PAEONIA 
ALBIFLORA EXTRACT

replumping

PALMITOYL GLYCINE
firming 

lipo-amino acid 

VEGETAL OILS AND 
NOURISHING
BUTTERS (14%)

skin redensification

lifting effect

contrasts wrinkles

nourishes

for 95% of women, 
improved elasticity and tone

dermatological 
and clinical tests

mature which is mixed 
or dehydrated skin

can be used on its 
own or after the 

serum, especially for 
dehydrated skins

SUBLIME SKIN 
ESSENCE 

SUBLIME SKIN 
SERUM

SUBLIME SKIN 
PEEL PAD

SUBLIME SKIN
LIFT-MASK
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SUBLIME SKIN 
RICH CREAM

pH 5.3-6.3 
60 ml

replumping firming 
rich cream

81% ingredients of 
natural origin

very rich creamy 
texture

MICRO AND MACRO 
HYALURONIC ACID 

(0,3%) + PAEONIA 
ALBIFLORA EXTRACT

replumping

PALMITOYL GLYCINE
firming 

lipo-amino acid 

vegetal oils and 
nourishing butters (29%)

skin redensification

lifting effect

contrasts wrinkles

intensively nourishes

for 85% of women, the skin 
appeared redensified and 

replumped 

dermatological 
and clinical tests

mature and very 
undernourished skin

can be used on its own 
or after the serum

good for harsh climates

SUBLIME SKIN 
ESSENCE 

SUBLIME SKIN 
SERUM

SUBLIME SKIN 
PEEL PAD

SUBLIME SKIN
LIFT-MASK

MICRO AND MACRO HYALURONIC ACID PAEONIA ALBIFLORA EXTRACT 
Replumping, stimulating hydration and lipids.

PLANTAGO LANCEOLATA Firming, protecting and stimulating collagen and elastin, 
illuminating and inhibiting microRNA.

PEPTIDES COMPLEXWITH CHRYSIN AND HESPERIDIN tonifying and revitalizing 
the eye contour.

ALPHA AND POLY-HYDROXY ACIDS VITAMIN C renewing and illuminating.
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PRODUCTS DESCRIPTION INGREDIENTS 
& ACTIONS RESULTS SELLING TIPS LINK 

PRODUCTS
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SUBLIME SKIN 
PEEL PAD
pH 3.8-4.5 

14 pieces

alpha and 
poly-hydroxy acid 

pad

90% natural-origin 
ingredients 

intensive 28-day 
treatment

GLYCOLIC ACID (4%)
 GLUCONOLACTONE 

(4%) 
exfoliating

VITAMIN C (0,5%) 
illuminating
antioxidant

stimulates collagen 
production

VITAMIN PP (3%) 
activates

microcirculation 
oxygenating

skin is smooth and luminous

lines and wrinkles are 
softened

dermatological tests

for mature, thickened 
skins, especially when 

affected by photo-aging.

intensive monthly 
treatment to apply every 

alternate evening for 
rejuvenation.  

ideal during the change of 
seasons.

SUBLIME SKIN
ESSENCE

SUBLIME SKIN 
SERUM

SUBLIME SKIN 
CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN 
RICH CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN
EYE CREAM

SUBLIME SKIN
EYE PATCH

SUBLIME SKIN
LIFT-MASK

WARNINGS
Do not use around the eyes,  on broken skin,  in the presence of 
active acne, on skin affected by the Herpes Simplex virus, in the 
presence of  fragile capillaries, melasma, during pregnancy and 
breastfeeding, in the case of allergies or hyper-sensitivity to any 

of the components in the products, on skin which has undergone 
aesthetic surgery, laser treatments, microdermabrasion, until at 
least a 3/4 month period has passed. Stop using the product in 

the case of irritation. Contact of the product with the skin must be 
limited in frequency and duration as indicated in the instructions 

of use. This product contains an alpha-hydroxy acid (AHA) 
that may increase skin’s sensitivity to the sun and particularly the 

possibility of sunburn. It is advised to limit sun exposure and to use 
a sun protection of SPF30 or higher.
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SUBLIME SKIN 
EYE CREAM
pH 5.8-6.8

15 ml

firming eye cream

91% natural-origin 
ingredients 

creamy rich texture

PLANTAGO 
LANCEOLATA 

TITRATED EXTRACT 
firming, protective, 

illuminating

inhibits the 
microRNA

CAFFEINE AND 
AESCIN 

reduced puffiness and 
under-eye puffiness

CHRYSIN
reduced dark circles 

due to anti-blue effect

wrinkles are less visible

dark circles and puffiness are 
contrasted

dermatological, ophthalmic 
and clinical tests

recommended for the eye 
contour area when tired 
and to correct wrinkles, 

crow’s feet and under-eye 
puffiness

SUBLIME SKIN 
EYE PATCH
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SUBLIME SKIN 
EYE PATCH

pH 5-7 
6 hydrogel sachets

immediate effect 
peptide eye mask

96% natural-origin 
ingredients 

innovative 
hydrogel texture

HESPERIDIN
reduced under-eye 

puffiness

CHRYSIN
reduced dark circles due 

to anti-blue effect

HEXAPEPTIDE 
stimulates collagen 

production
anti-wrinkle

immediate reduction of signs 
of fatigue and aging.

dermatological, ophthalmic 
and 

clinical tests

100% of panelists
perceived immediate 
freshness and relief

recommended for tired 
eyes and in the presence 
of wrinkles and puffiness.

ideal as a weekly 
treatment and in moments 

of particular fatigue

after air travel, for those 
who spend a lot of time 
in front of the computer 
and for those who wear 

contact lenses

SUBLIME SKIN 
EYE CREAM
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SUBLIME SKIN 
LIFT-MASK

pH 5-5.5 
60 ml

face mask with 
visible lifting 

effect, redefines 
the face and neck 

contours and 
provides immediate 

hydration

SCIENCE-BASED 
CONSCIOUS 
FORMULAS™ 
without silicones 

and fragrance

94% natural-origin 
ingredients

TAPIOCA STARCH
creates a visco-elastic film 
for an immediate tensor 

effect

MACRO 
HYALURONIC ACID 

(0,1%)
replumping

immediate visible lifting and 
plumping effect

for daily use for for 
immediate toned, fresh 

appearance

for night time use to restore 
the skin for a soft, relaxed 
appearance upon waking

firming effect for 90% of 
the panel

lifting effect for 85% of the 
panel

ideal for mature and lined 
skins

can be used all year 
round, in all climates

does not need to be 
removed or rinsed

ideal sleeping mask

perfect treatment before 
special occasions

ideal on neck and 
décolletè

SUBLIME SKIN
ESSENCE

SUBLIME SKIN
AT A GLANCE - HOME CARE

ARCHI-LIFT™ exclusive technology which contrasts 
the signs of aging and the structural degeneration of the 

skin’s architecture (DEGENER-AGING™).  
Acting on water, lipids and proteins, it promotes an 

intense renewing, replumping and firming action for 
an “active lifting” from within, evident in refound tone, 

luminosity and silkiness.

MICRO AND MACRO HYALURONIC ACID PAEONIA ALBIFLORA EXTRACT 
Replumping, stimulating hydration and lipids.

PLANTAGO LANCEOLATA Firming, protecting and stimulating collagen and elastin, 
illuminating and inhibiting microRNA.

PEPTIDES COMPLEXWITH CHRYSIN AND HESPERIDIN tonifying and revitalizing 
the eye contour.

ALPHA AND POLY-HYDROXY ACIDS VITAMIN C renewing and illuminating.
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PRODUCTS DESCRIPTION
INGREDIENTS & 

ACTIONS
RESULTS

SELLING 
TIPS
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SUBLIME SKIN 
PEEL BOOSTER

pH  3.8-4.5
24 single-use sachets

lactic acid solution

96% natural-origin 
ingredients 

exfoliating lactic acid 
gel as a pre-step to 
peeling treatments

LACTIC ACID (15%) 
exfoliant
hydrating

replumping

reduces the thickness of the stratum 
corneum

favors hydration

it can be used to treat post-acne skin

WARNING
Do not use around the eyes,  on 
broken skin,  in the presence of 
active acne, on skin affected by 
the Herpes Simplex virus, in the 
presence of  fragile capillaries, 
melasma, during pregnancy 

and breastfeeding, in the case 
of allergies or hyper-sensitivity 

to any of the components in 
the products, on skin which 

has undergone aesthetic 
surgery, laser treatments, 

microdermabrasion, until at least 
a 3/4 month period has passed. 

Stop using the product in the 
case of irritation. Contact of the 
product with the skin must be 

limited in frequency and duration 
as indicated in the instructions 

of use. This product contains an 
alpha-hydroxy acid (AHA) that 
may increase skin’s sensitivity 

to the sun and particularly 
the possibility of sunburn. It is 

advised to limit sun exposure and 
to use a sun protection of SPF30 

or higher.

remember to consult the 
technical treatment sheets for the 

skin preparation

apply always with a clean dry 
brush
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SUBLIME SKIN
DELICATE PEEL

pH 3.8-4.5
12+12 single-use 

sachets

delicate biphasic 
alpha-hydroxy acid gel 

+ Vitamin C powder

84% natural-origin 
ingredients

GLYCOLIC ACID (8%) 
LACTIC ACID (8%)  
CITRIC ACID (12%)

exfoliant

PURE VITAMIN C
PACKAGED IN NITROGEN 

ATMOSPHERE 
illuminating
antioxidant

stimulating collagen

smoothes

stimulates cellular turnover

reduces the signs of aging
stimulates collagen production

bestows luminosity
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SUBLIME SKIN
INTENSIVE PEEL

pH 3.8-4.6
12+12 single-use 

sachets

intensive biphasic 
alpha-hydroxy acid gel 
& Vitamin C powder

71% natural-origin 
ingredients

GLYCOLIC ACID (20%) 
LACTIC ACID (10%)  
CITRIC ACID (10%)

exfoliant

PURE VITAMIN C
PACKAGED IN NITROGEN 

ATMOSPHERE 
illuminating
antioxidant

stimulating collagen

smoothes

stimulates cellular turnover

reduces the signs of aging
stimulates collagen production

bestows luminosity
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SUBLIME SKIN
PEEL/OFF MASK

pH 3.8-4.5
6 + 6 single-use doses

immediately visible 
replumping and lifting 

biphasic mask

base 1 gel mask + base 
2 activating powder

95% natural-origin 
ingredients  

VITAMIN PP 
stimulates microcirculation

reoxygenating

HEXAPEPTIDE
replumping

firms

redensifies

replumps

softens wrinkles

the perfect substitute to the bovine 
collagen mas

being a rapid drying mask, mix 
well and quickly apply

the mask with long movements, 
within 2 minutes, before it sets
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SUBLIME SKIN 
EYE PATCH

pH 5-7
12 pz

immediate effect 
peptide eye mask

96% natural-origin 
ingredients

innovative 
hydrogel texture

PEPTIDE COMPLEX AND 
HESPERIDIN 

reduces under-eye puffiness

PEPTIDE COMPLEX AND 
CHRYSIN

reduces dark circles anti-blue effect

HEXAPEPTIDE 
stimulates collagen production

anti-wrinkle

eliminates signs of age and stress

dermatological, ophthalmic and 
clinical tests

100% of panelists
perceived immediate freshness 

and relief

recommended as add-on to 
facials for tired eyes and in 

the presence of wrinkles and 
puffiness and in moments of 

particular fatigue

SUBLIME SKIN
AT A GLANCE - PROFESSIONAL

ARCHI-LIFT™ exclusive technology which contrasts 
the signs of aging and the structural degeneration of the 

skin’s architecture (DEGENER-AGING™).  
Acting on water, lipids and proteins, it promotes an 

intense renewing, replumping and firming action for 
an “active lifting” from within, evident in refound tone, 

luminosity and silkiness.

MICRO AND MACRO HYALURONIC ACID PAEONIA ALBIFLORA EXTRACT 
Replumping, stimulating hydration and lipids.

PLANTAGO LANCEOLATA Firming, protecting and stimulating collagen and elastin, 
illuminating and inhibiting microRNA.

PEPTIDES COMPLEXWITH CHRYSIN AND HESPERIDIN tonifying and revitalizing 
the eye contour.

ALPHA AND POLY-HYDROXY ACIDS VITAMIN C renewing and illuminating.
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PRODUCTS DESCRIPTION
INGREDIENTS & 

ACTIONS
RESULTS

SELLING 
TIPS
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SUBLIME SKIN
SERUM

pH  5.3-6.3
150 ml

replumping firming 
serum

92% natural-origin 
ingredients

creamy texture

MICRO AND MACRO 
HYALURONIC ACID (0,3%) 

+ PAEONIA ALBIFLORA 
EXTRACT
replumping

PLANTAGO LANCEOLATA 
TITRATED EXTRACT

firming, protective, illuminating

INHIBITS THE MICRORNA

skin redensification
lifting effect

contrasts wrinkles

dermatological and clinical tests

ideal as final step for the 
professional facials
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SUBLIME SKIN 
RICH CREAM

pH  5.3-6.3
200 ml

replumping firming rich 
cream

81% natural-origin 
ingredients 

very rich creamy 
texture

MICRO AND MACRO 
HYALURONIC ACID (0,3%) 

+ PAEONIA ALBIFLORA 
EXTRACT
replumping

PALMITOYL GLYCINE
firming lipo-amino acid

VEGETAL OILS AND BUTTERS 
(29%)

skin redensification

lifting effect

contrasts wrinkles

intensively nourishes

dermatological and clinical tests

ideal as final step for the 
professional facials

SUBLIME SKIN
AT A GLANCE - PROFESSIONAL

ARCHI-LIFT™ exclusive technology which contrasts 
the signs of aging and the structural degeneration of the 

skin’s architecture (DEGENER-AGING™).  
Acting on water, lipids and proteins, it promotes an 

intense renewing, replumping and firming action for 
an “active lifting” from within, evident in refound tone, 

luminosity and silkiness.

MICRO AND MACRO HYALURONIC ACID PAEONIA ALBIFLORA EXTRACT 
Replumping, stimulating hydration and lipids.

PLANTAGO LANCEOLATA Firming, protecting and stimulating collagen and elastin, 
illuminating and inhibiting microRNA.

PEPTIDES COMPLEXWITH CHRYSIN AND HESPERIDIN tonifying and revitalizing 
the eye contour.

ALPHA AND POLY-HYDROXY ACIDS VITAMIN C renewing and illuminating.
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PEELING WARNING
Do not use around the eyes,  on broken skin,  in the presence of active acne, on skin affected by the Herpes Simplex virus, in the presence of  fragile 
capillaries, melasma, during pregnancy and breastfeeding, in the case of allergies or hyper-sensitivity to any of the components in the products, 
on skin which has undergone aesthetic surgery, laser treatments, microdermabrasion, until at least a 3/4 month period has passed. Stop using the 
product in the case of irritation. Contact of the product with the skin must be limited in frequency and duration as indicated in the instructions of 
use.  This product contains an alpha-hydroxy acid (AHA) that may increase skin’s sensitivity to the sun and particularly the possibility of sunburn.  It 
is advised to limit sun exposure and to use a sun protection of SPF30 or higher.  

NAME AIM
INGREDIENTS 
AND RESULTS

SELLING TIPS NOTES

DOUBLE PEEL 
45 min.

resurfacing
stimulates cellular turnover

illuminating

Thanks to the double peeling with 
lactic acid, and poly and alpha-hydroxy 

acids in synergy with Vitamin C, the 
stratum corneum layer is smoothed, 

ensuring hydration and tightness. 

It stimulates collagen production and 
restores youthful radiant appearance.

Ideal for skin renewal, during the 
change of seasons for rejuvenation 

and vitality and as an opening 
treatment for the anti-aging 

treatments.

Recommended for skins which are 
mature, thickened, with an uneven 

skin tone, dyschromia and also 
indicated for those with a tendency 

to oiliness.

See warning.

ACTIVE LIFT
60 min.

lifting
redensifying

Thanks to an innovative biphasic 
mask with Vitamin PP and acetyl 

hexapeptide-8 and to the exclusive 
ACTIVE LIFT MASSAGE, 

microcirculation is stimulated, fullness 
is restored. 

Wrinkles are plumped and facial 
features softened for a visible and 

immediate lifting effect and redefinition 
of the 

face’s oval.

Ideal for mature skins which are lined, 
dull and sagging.

Suited to all skins.

DELUXE LIFT
75 min.

resurfacing
stimulates cellular turnover

lifting and redensifying
illuminating

Thanks to the combination of a double 
peel, the biphasic lifting mask and the 
exclusive ACTIVE LIFT MASSAGE, 
the skin reveals youth and splendor.

Ideal for those who desire a super-
intensive anti-aging treatment. See warning.

SUBLIME SKIN
AT A GLANCE - TREATMENT

ARCHI-LIFT™ exclusive technology which contrasts 
the signs of aging and the structural degeneration of the 

skin’s architecture (DEGENER-AGING™).  
Acting on water, lipids and proteins, it promotes an 

intense renewing, replumping and firming action for 
an “active lifting” from within, evident in refound tone, 

luminosity and silkiness.

MICRO AND MACRO HYALURONIC ACID PAEONIA ALBIFLORA EXTRACT 
Replumping, stimulating hydration and lipids.

PLANTAGO LANCEOLATA Firming, protecting and stimulating collagen and elastin, 
illuminating and inhibiting microRNA.

PEPTIDES COMPLEXWITH CHRYSIN AND HESPERIDIN tonifying and revitalizing 
the eye contour.

ALPHA AND POLY-HYDROXY ACIDS VITAMIN C renewing and illuminating.
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A mixture of triterpene saponins extracted from the horse chestnut plant, widely used 
in pharmacology and dermatology for its vein-protecting, calming and draining pro-
perties. In topical applications, it performs its action at the capillary level and activates 
the microcirculation. 

Derived from brown algae, remineralizing and firming.

Exclusive Comfort Zone approach to act synergistically on the three pillars (water, lipids 
and proteins) within the skin’s three layers for active lifting from within.

Also called buccal fat pad, is one of several encapsulated fat masses in the cheek which 
support the face shape and its plumpness.

An active molecule, naturally occurring in coffee beans, tea, etc.   In skin care it is widely 
used for its lipolytic and draining action. 

A flavonoid stimulating the brightening enzymes which eliminate the accumulated 
bilirubin to correct dark circles for an “anti-blue effect”

An alpha-hydroxy acid which is commonly found in citrus fruits, has an exfoliating action 
and helps to contrast sun damage and pollution.

The main structural protein of the skin connective tissues.

Enzyme responsible for the breakdown of collagen.

Irreversible skin functional slowdown which causes a structural degeneration worse-
ned by an unbalanced lifestyle. This is made visible by the face’s changes in shape and 
surface. The oval shows an “emptying” or “hollowing”. Skin shows a loss of elasticity, 
softness and luminosity, accompanied by dehydration, deep wrinkles and the appea-
rance of dyschromia.

Fibrous connective and vascular tissue. 

Innovative renewing procedure with a double layering of different acids for deep re-
newal of the skin.

Alteration of the skin color due to different causes: inflammation, hormones, acne, sun 
damage.

Enzyme responsible for the breakdown of elastin. 

Highly elastic protein in connective tissue.

The outermost layer of the skin, a non-vascular tissue mostly composed of epithelial cells. 

Plant-based compound with powerful antioxidant properties.

Poly-hydroxy acid which stimulates epidermal cellular turnover. The particular form and 
large size of the molecular structure also boasts a hydrating and replumping action.

An alpha-hydroxy acid which intensely stimulates epidermal cellular turnover. The very 
small structure of the molecule allows for a profound anti-aging action.

Flavonoid which reduces capillary permeability, inflammation and activates the lym-
phatic system.

Chemically composed of aminoacids with a similar action to that of the Botulin Toxin 
for an immediate, visible lifting action. 

SUBLIME SKIN
GLOSSARY

HESPERIDIN

HEXAPEPTIDE

ARCHI-LIFT™ 
TECHNOLOGY

AESCIN

ALGINATES

BICHAT’S FAT PAD

CHRYSIN

DOUBLE PEEL

DERMIS

ELASTIN

EPIDERMIS

FLAVONOID

COLLAGEN

COLLAGENASE

DEGENER-AGING™

DYSCHROMIA

ELASTASE

GLUCONOLACTONE

GLYCOLIC ACID

CAFFEINE

CITRIC ACID
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Renowned for its hyroscopic properties. The ability to attract and retain water imitates 
the hydro-filler effect. The macro version has an immediate action at the epidermal level 
and the micro version has a more progressive and profound effect at the dermal level.

Absorbing or attracting water.

The deepest skin layer with a protective function. It contains adipose tissue and loose 
connective tissue.

Alpha-hydroxy acid weaking the intercellular junctions which bind the keratinocytes in the 
stratum corneum. It also promotes a hydrating action, bestowing tightness and plumpness 
to the tissues. Applied prior to other peels, it favors the absorption of the acids,  thereby 
maximizing their efficacy.

Pigment-producing cells.

It is a form of hyperpigmentation that appears on the face, usually on the cheeks, on the 
nose bridge, on the forehead and upper lip and sometimes on other parts of the body 
exposed to the sun, such as the forearms. It is similar to age spots but the areas affected 
by the problem are more extended. 

Enzymes which degrade collagen and elastin.

Small molecules which alterate the genic transcription of the proteins. Those in the skin 
compromise the synthesis of collagen and elastin.

Methylisothiazolinone, a synthetic preservative.
  
The external protective film composed of substances which are not lipidic or hygroscopic 
but that which originate from the cellular turnover, such as amino acids, lactic acid, urea, 
sugars and salts.

Mimics the lipo-filler effect by stimulating the transformation of pre-adipocytes into adi-
pocytes, and thereby providing the firming effect of the products.  

A lipo-amino acid which protects the protein content of the skin. Inhibits the enzymes 
working to degrade collagen and elastin, whilst stimulates the enzymes that oppose this 
degradation for a firmer younger skin.

A class of skin care preservatives.

A small compound containing two or more amino acids. According to the different com-
bination of amino acids, they have different benefits for the skin.

Titrated extract which inhibits the microRNA, hence stimulates new collagen and elastin 
and protects their correct functioning. It also reduces and prevents the appearance of 
age spots. 

An inert, inorganic polymer which gives a silky texture to the skin.

Creates a visco-elastic film on the surface of the skin for an immediate lifting effect. 

Enzymes which oppose collagen and elastin degradation.

Biomimetic peptide with a firming action.  Stimulates the production of collagen, elastin, 
fibronectin and laminine, proteins of the extracellular matrix (ECM), fundamental for a 
visible firming effect.

It stimulates the production of new collagen, protects the skin from oxidative damage and 
promotes an illuminating action, ensuring an even, uniform complexion.

A key ingredient in regulating the flow of blood at a cutaneous level, reactivating microcir-
culation and optimizing oxygenation of the tissues. Carries out a hydrating and illuminating 
action. Favors the synthesis of epidermal ceramides.

SUBLIME SKIN
GLOSSARY

HYALURONIC ACID

HYGROSCOPIC

HYPODERMIS

LACTIC ACID

MELANOCYTES

MELASMA 
OR CHLOASMA

PAEONIA ALBIFLORA

PEPTIDE

PALMITOYL 
GLYCINE

SILICON

VITAMIN C

microRNA

MIT

PARABENS

PLANTAGO 
LANCEOLATA

VITAMIN PP

MMP 
(METALLOPROTEINASE)

TIMP 
(TISSUE INHIBITORS 

OF METALLOPROTEINASE)

NMF 
 (Natural Moisturizing Factor)    

TAPIOCA STARCH

TRIPEPTIDE-1
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